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Things required in the manufacturing industry

before: as long as you build, it will be sold

（Manufacturing survival strategies）
Produce and offer attractive products timely and more affordable to

the market/customers.

→their likes and dislikes      →always fresh

→doesn’t have other people →immediately wants

→cheaper →obviously good

onsumer trends

Demanded by producers

→Multiple varieties →short delivery

→small amount →high quality

→cost down   →Frequent

Now: build something that sells

Consumer

Producer



To meet customer requirements and 

make a profit for the company.

Cost production

It’s up to the customers.

Give profit＝decrease the cost

cost＝cost incurred

・how to make

・Amortization expenses（ building, facilities）
・Direct expenses

・Electricity expenses・tax （property tax, etc.）
・labor tax

・semi-direct expenses （logistics, maintenance, etc）
・overhead cost （office）

Ｘ cost raising method・・ cost＋profit＝price

○ Cost reduction method・・・ price―cost＝profit

○ Cost reduction method・・・ price―profit＝cost

Lose the muda

(uselessness) 



What is Muda (uselessness/waste)？

Everything that adds value (added value)
（added value：Where you can get money from your customers）

・Interest rate burden ・maintenance fee 

（stock、insurance fee、etc・・・）
・death storage、price down、disposal

・quality defect （checking、sorting・・・）
・management（shipping、adjusting、supply、inventory・・・）
・movement（getting、put、carrying、counting、looking）

ＪＩＴ is…

Customer’s request

Ｄｏ ｉｔ ＪＵＳＴ ＩＮ ＴＩＭＥ

JIT is a method to thoroughly eliminate waste

Take “waste elimination” and “improved 

response” inside the 

[multiple varieties] [low volume] [short delivery]



ＪＵＳＴ ＩＮ ＴＩＭＥ is ・・・
The timing in manufacturing

＜fast＞
It will be on stock. It will add cost. It won’t get profit

＜late＞
・it will become out of stock. Lose trust. It won’t be sold

Improvement Procedure

How to have a better manufacturing?

Consciousness reform→work reform → equipment improvement

If a customer demanded [here please]

time axis

FAST LATE

Ｊｕｓｔ Ｉｎ Ｔｉｍｅ

JIT introduction is the 
most important to 

change people’senses

Money comes last, 
give wisdom

Mortal sin of money  

①you’ll lose consciousness reform

②won’t immediately do ③doesn’t want to change

Do “improvement”

immediately



How to improve

The difference of conventional improvement and JIT

Conventional type ＪＩＴ type

Basic 

recognition

＜product out＞
you can produce many

products cheaper

More

Faster

bigger production

bigger shipping

・Production to control

＜market in＞
You can produce many

kinds cheaper

You manufacture only

when needed, what is

needed and how many

Transfer one by one

・ doesn’t need

production control

approach Current analysis type ideal

changes
improvement：waste 

efficient

Thorough elimination 

waste



4 Principles of Operation

① Eliminate the number of operations

・prevent unwanted operations（connecting work, unnatural 

movement etc

・decrease the number of actions

② Combine operations

・work using both hands simultaneously 

（symmetrical movements is easy）

・Reduce handling

③ Make the operation distance closely

「walk around→standing→sitting→shoulder

→waist→back→wrist→finger

・Move directly from the curve

⓸ Make the operation comfortable & easy

・remove factors that limit movement

・weight reduction



Check list

Basic rule
Eliminate 

operation
combine

Make 

distance 

shortly

Make the 

operation 

easier

hint

Looking, 
carrying, 
transporting

Is 
maintenance 
occurring?

Are you doing 
unnecessary 
big 
movements?

ＷＦ waste

procedure

・Do not do 
unnecessary  
movements
・try to 
combine 
movemnets if 
possible

・move your 
hands ate the 
same time and 
same direction

・perform at 
the optimal 
minimum 
body part
・operate in 
short 
distances

・find 
confortable
movements. 
Move without 
limitations,
・use inertia 
and other 
human power

place

・put 
materials and 
tools in one 
place
・put it in an 
easy to reach 
places

・Arrange for 
both hands to 
operate 
simultaneousl
y

・Keep the 
work area as 
narrow as 
possible

・adjust 
working 
position 
height

tools

・Put the 
tools in an 
easy to reach 
places

・use holding 
tool in
case of a long 
time holding

・Use 
equipments
when 
transporting 
heavy 
materials

・se and read 
guidelines 
before using 
equipments
Ex: rocket bin

Machine design

・match the 
machine 
movement 
and directions 
with the 
worker’s 
movement
・combine 
two or more 
tools in one

Consider tools 
that can 
operate hands 
at the same 
time

Place the 
machines in a 
place where 
you can 
perform at the 
optimal 
minimum 
body part

・Make the 
grip easy to 
handle.
・Make a jig 
that can be 
easily aligned 
in the visible 
position



The 7 Muds(waste/unuseful) that occurs in JIT

① Too much production

② stock

③ Transportation

④ defective production

⑤ waiting

⑥ operation

⑦ processing/treatment

①『too much production』waste

If the work progress is too advance, 

this kind of waste will occur

Different hidden waste

It connects to the waste in 

stock

(worst waste)



②『stock』waste

Big loss in funds

how to decrease

Do as planned

（Only make what is needed and when is needed

in the post-process）

Only make what is needed and when is needed in the post-process

For this,
①Reduce in-line inventory is needed

②Inter-process inventory is needed

Finished product inventory, 

in-process stock
Rough stock

your own responsibility cooperation of previous process

stock amount

stock amount

stock amount

Stock control

Stock control

Stock control

solve the problem

problem set up time

problem layout

problem breakdown



①Stock control

Stock control is used to show how much stock you have at any one 

time, and how you keep track of it. Efficient stock allows you to have 

the right amount of stock in the right place at the right time. This 

will eliminate the time waste in finding things.

Think of the [three tei] when doing stock control.

②Inventory Reduction

Judging ability in managing inventory. Reducing inventory to a

level that is effective is called inventory reduction.

・Identifying daily the process lot size, percentage of

defectives and variability.

③ Cut in inventory level

Solve the problem and obstacle in reducing the stock, and reduce the 

stock further while improving the efficiency.

③『transportation』waste

Transportation distance、temporary placement、stacking、discover 

depending on the badness of the method

・big transport：sizeｘfrequencyｘperiod

＞small transport：small transportation（reserve work）
don’t overlook

・carrying tool：packing, tool

improvement is・・・

【In Order:【lose→decrease

→change】

→ process integration
Layout change



④『defective production』waste

The cause of failure is wasted

Don’t produce and flow

⑤『waiting』waste

Easy to understand waste

Improve immediately

General waiting ： waiting for materials・・・bad timing

Waiting ： waiting for machine

→automation

Nothing to do ： bad arrangement and organization

Find the cause（５ＷＨＹ）、
Source measures

Automation, arrest on the spot



⑥『operation』waste

Work does not produce added value. [useless,uneven,burden] work

４ Principles of operation・・・「move」

⑦『Processing』waste

Processing waste

Waste during processing

「work」

How to view VE（integration, etc）
（value engineering）

Air cut, etc



Summary

The goal of a manufactory is to make high quality products,

affordable, and in time.

Specifically, it is about putting resources such as people, goods, and

facilities into the product as efficiently as possible

Ideal situation

・Secure all the quality that is needed in post-process

・only make things when needed, what is needed and how much

needed

・Make with the least resources

・Value people

Don’t produce defectives
（Make sure in the post-process procedure）

①Complete standard work

Standard work is about securing the safety and doing the 

“QCD”(quality, cost, delivery method) as planned. And to protect the 

costing by preventing 

the“muri,muda,mura”(overburden,wastefulness,unevevenness

method)

If each follows a self-direct procedure, the quality and 

working time of the finished product will vary. That will 

result to bad costing and bad quality. Also, it might lead to 

some injuries.



②Standard work is…

Best way to work

Prevent the “muda, mura, muri”

(overburden,wastefulness,unevevenness method). Work safely,

quickly, properly.

Specifically:

・Work method is same each shift

・No “muda,mura,muri”

・Teach and train about standard procedure

・Everyone must follow (even veterans)

Minimize real man-hours
（Manufacture using the least resources）

To make with minimum workers, minimize the time required to make

one product or part.

The actual man-hours are the time required to make one product or

part, consisting of standard time, loss time, indirect time, etc

The best way to work according to your target 

quality, delivery time, cost, and safety



①Least standard time

・ST: standard time, MT: master table

（Time determined by product structure）

・processing time（time needed in transporting、temporary writing、
quality check, etc）

In other words, it is the time determined by product design and

process design, which is a measure of productivity.

Make a working place safe and comfortable
（Value people）

Elimination of hard work

１）Heavy working

・Carrying more than 20kg by yourself

・Carrying big items by yourself

・Handling heavy work in one day（more than 15 ton）

２）Bad working posture

・upward work ・low position work.. etc.

３）Work that is hard to memorize or judge.

・Vague form, colors

４）Hard to identify

・Small written words, hard to read letters…. etc

Standard time is…

（reference time＋processing time）


